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Reasoning 

Support for applying multiple buildpacks to a single application is necessary to cover 
applications that are not compatible with the current buildpack model. Many users switch to 
Docker containers or custom buildpacks for these applications, and they lose the operational 
benefits (like CVE updates) that the supported buildpacks + rootfs model provides. 
 
Combining multiple buildpacks together has been supported by Heroku since May 2015. This 
proposal diverges from Heroku’s implementation in order to define a stronger contract between 
buildpacks. 
 
Use Cases 
 

1. Enables future implementation of “mandatory buildpacks” or “staging policies,” which are 
buildpacks that always go through detection (and compilation, if detection succeeds). 
Many use cases exist for mandatory buildpacks, but those will be covered in a separate 
proposal (taking into account HP’s existing proposal for staging policies). 

2. Allows applications to take advantage of a mixture of different technologies 
a. Permits strategic use of other language technologies (ex. Rails app that calls out 

to Go CLI for performance-sensitive tasks) 
b. App-embedded additional processes like web application firewalls, or API 

gateways could be added without forking the buildpack or using route services. 
3. Allows buildpacks to be smaller and more modular 

a. NewRelic or AppDynamics support could be implemented as buildpacks, instead 
of as duplicated code across buildpacks. 

b. The existing Node.js buildpack could be composed to compile front-end JS that is 
served by another backend (currently Node.js is included in the .NET Core and 
Ruby buildpacks). 

c. Language extensions (ex. PHP extensions, C libraries necessary for certain 
python modules) could be provided by “extension” buildpacks. 

d. Buildpacks for less common languages (ex. Perl) may be more feasible to 
maintain and more useful if they could be composed with other technologies. 

 
 
 

https://devcenter.heroku.com/articles/using-multiple-buildpacks-for-an-app
https://devcenter.heroku.com/changelog-items/653
http://cf-dev.70369.x6.nabble.com/cf-dev-Interests-in-mod-security-support-tt4764.html
https://youtu.be/1MNs8cpUOMw?list=PLhuMOCWn4P9io8gtd6JSlI9--q7Gw3epW&t=1198
https://youtu.be/1MNs8cpUOMw?list=PLhuMOCWn4P9io8gtd6JSlI9--q7Gw3epW&t=1198


Concept & Implementation 

All changes will provide complete backwards compatibility with current buildpack functionality.  
 
The standard single-buildpack detection behavior that occurs when no buildpacks are specified 
will not change. The behavior when a single buildpack is specified will not change. 
 
Buildpacks may provide a /bin/supply script, a /bin/compile script, or both scripts. A /bin/supply 
script is necessary for a buildpack to be a valid non-final buildpack. A /bin/compile script is 
necessary for a buildpack to be a valid final buildpack. 
 
The multi-buildpack buildpack, once updated to reflect this proposal, will allow us to test support 
for multiple buildpack applications in the core CF buildpacks. 
 
Conceptual Overview, per Component: 
 
The cf CLI: 

1. Support passing the `-b` flag multiple times, which specifies: 
a. The buildpacks that will be applied (detection is skipped) 
b. The order in which those buildpacks will be applied 

2. Support specifying more than one buildpack in `manifest.yml`, with equivalent 
functionality to passing multiple `-b` flags. 

 
Cloud Controller / Stager: 

1. V3 API will allow array of buildpacks in app lifecycle data 
2. Cases: 

a. Zero buildpacks are specified: 
i. Send all system buildpacks to backend in admin order 
ii. Do not skip buildpack detection 

b. One buildpack is specified: 
i. Send the specified buildpack 
ii. Skip buildpack detection 

c. Multiple buildpacks are specified 
i. Send the list of specified buildpacks in user-specified order 
ii. Skip buildpack detection 

3. V3 Droplet result for multiple buildpacks 
a. Current: "buildpack": {"name": "ruby_buildpack","detect_output": "ruby 1.6.14"} 
b. Proposed: "buildpacks": [{"name": "ruby_buildpack","detect_output": "ruby 

1.6.14"}, … ]   (Note: detect_output only present if detect was executed) 
4. TBD: App Usage Events when multiple buildpacks were used for staging 

a. History: We have BUILDPACK_SET events, but we want to deprecate these in 
favor of STAGING_STARTED / STAGING_STOPPED 

https://github.com/cloudfoundry-incubator/multi-buildpack


b. Each App Usage Event has a buildpack_guid and buildpack_name 
c. How do we record STAGING_STOPPED with multiple buildpacks? 

i. Multiple STAGING_STOPPED records 
ii. Delimiter separated buildpack_guid and buildpack_name 
iii. Add two new fields for extra_buildpack_guids, extra_buildpack_names, 

without deprecating existing buildpack_guid and buildpack_name fields. 
iv. Add new fields buildpack_guids and buildpack_names that contain all 

used buildpacks and deprecate buildpack_guid and buildpack_name 
v. Add a single new field to store the droplet buildpacks result that is 

decorated with buildpack guids: "buildpacks": [{"name": 
"ruby_buildpack","detect_output": "ruby 1.6.14", 
“guid”:”5F64C4ED-AFDD-44F5-82A8-21C0675F9DBB”}, … ] 

 
The `builder` binary in the Buildpack App Lifecycle: 

1. Given: 
a. <GUID> is a random GUID 
b. <RAND> is 8 random characters generated by mktemp  
c. <MD5> is the md5 checksum of the buildpack URL 

2. If detection is skipped: 
a. For each buildpack except the last buildpack: 

i. Will create a /tmp/<RAND>/deps/<GUID>/ directory 
ii. Will create a /tmp/cache/<MD5>/ directory 
iii. Will run: /bin/supply /tmp/<RAND>/app/ /tmp/cache/<MD5>/ <GUID> 

/tmp/<RAND>/deps/ 
iv. Will accept any modification of /tmp/<RAND>/deps/<GUID>/ 
v. Will accept any modification of /tmp/cache/<MD5>/ 
vi. May disallow modification to any other directory (may or may not be 

enforced) 
b. For the last buildpack: 

i. Will create /tmp/<RAND>/deps/ if not present 
ii. Will create /tmp/cache/primary/ 
iii. Will run: /bin/compile /tmp/<RAND>/app/ /tmp/cache/primary ‘’ 

/tmp/<RAND>/deps/ 
iv. Will allow modification of /tmp/<RAND>/app/ 
v. Will run: /bin/release (to determine the staging info) 

3. If detection is not skipped: 
a. Exactly one buildpack is picked to stage, which is the first one to detect 
b. Will run the steps defined in (2b) 

4. /tmp/<RAND>/deps/ is now included at the root of the droplet 
 
 
 
 



 
Core Buildpack Communication Contract: 
 
The Core CF Buildpacks will follow a communications contract defined as such: 
 
For all buildpacks except the last buildpack: 
 
The buildpack is expected to create /tmp/<RAND>/deps/<GUID>/spec.yml. 
 
The spec.yml file defines how subsequent buildpacks may use dependencies that will be 
installed under /tmp/<RAND>/deps/<GUID> in the staging container, or 
/home/vcap/deps/<GUID>/ in the launch container. The spec.yml file should be formatted as 
such: 
 
name: <name of the buildpack providing dependencies>  
path: [<spec.yml-relative paths for $PATH>]  
ld_path: [<spec.yml-relative paths for $LD_LIBRARY_PATH>]  
config: {<YAML object containing buildpack-specific configuration>}  
 
The buildpack may make use of previous non-final buildpacks by scanning /tmp/<RAND>/deps/ 
for GUID-named directories containing spec.yml. 
 
For the last buildpack: 
 
To make use of dependencies provided by the previously applied buildpacks, the last buildpack 
must scan /tmp/<RAND>/deps/ for GUID-named directories containing spec.yml. To make use 
of dependencies provided by previous buildpacks, the last buildpack: 

1. Should parse each spec.yml file and append any indicated paths to $PATH and 
$LD_LIBRARY_PATH during launch 

2. May use the paths in spec.yml during the staging process 
3. May use the supplied config object in spec.yml during the staging process 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Implementation Details 
 
Cloud Controller / Stager: 

1. This line will need to change to permit skipDetect with multiple buildpacks being passed 
to stager. 

2. Multiple buildpacks will be passed to the `-buildpackOrder` flag of the `builder` binary in 
the Buildpack App Lifecycle, along with the `-skipDetect` flag. 

3. This combination of flags should never occur outside of the new multiple buildpack 
scenario, so it should provide complete backwards compatibility. 

4. The app will need to be uploaded to `/tmp/<RAND>/app` instead of `/tmp/app`, and other 
directories specified in the conceptual overview may need to be created. 

 
The `builder` binary in the Buildpack App Lifecycle: 

1. Accept the combination of the `-skipDetect` flag and multiple buildpacks to trigger the 
multiple buildpack staging process. See here for the section of the Buildpack App 
Lifecycle that we would change. 

2. Run the buildpack scripts with the order and arguments specified in the conceptual 
overview. Some directories may need to be created. 

 

Roadmap 

The following two tracks will run in parallel: 
1. CC API changes: 

a. Stephen and Nick devised the necessary changes to the CC API on 2016/10/12 
b. Stephen and Nick met again on 2016/10/26 to flesh out app usage, other 

single-buildpack API changes 
c. Nick will prioritize resulting stories. 

2. Buildpack App Lifecycle changes: 
a. Stephen and Eric devised a plan to transfer ownership of the BAL to the 

buildpacks team on 2016/10/13. 
b. Initial stories will require cross-team pairing between the Diego team and the 

buildpacks team (all EST). 
3. Buildpack changes: 

a. Buildpacks team will begin adding support for multiple buildpack application to 
the core buildpacks immediately 

 
 
 

https://github.com/cloudfoundry/stager/blob/a474545320747299184f90a0e8322ed39a9c97a2/backend/buildpack_backend.go#L69
https://github.com/cloudfoundry/buildpackapplifecycle/blob/4009a85a447e67610434863c285512e68f883d60/buildpackrunner/runner.go#L234

